
POOLS  
GUIDE

Modular Pools for the lifestyle you want



Extensive Range
We have 20 different pool models, with small, medium  
or large sizes available in oval & round shapes.

Superior Quality
Clark pools are made with quality components and 
include Australian steel frames and specially-coated 
Bluescope steel walls. Only quality Australian-Made 
filtration equipment is used for your peace of mind.

Pool Packages
Affordable and convenient, our pool packages include 
everything you need to start building and running your 
pool in the fastest possible time.

Warranties
You can rest easy knowing that our pools are the highest 
quality because we back them all with an extensive 
manufacturer’s warranty for extra peace of mind.

Superior Materials
The materials used in the construction of Clark pools are 
specially selected to be fit for purpose and suitability in a 
swimming pool environment and the harsh conditions of 
the Australian outdoors. 

These superior materials ensure high corrosion 
resistance and structural rigidity to best stand the  
test of time.

Expert Advice
Our team of Clark Rubber pool experts can help you find 
the right pool for your backyard. They’ll provide advice 
regarding permits and installation, while giving you the 
right advice on equipment, service and maintenance.

What sets us apart 
from the rest?

POOL 
PACKAGES

Optional Upgrades
You can enhance and customise your pool package with 
a large range of options to suit your lifestyle and budget.

2 Peace of mind with a Clark Pool



A pool to suit 
every backyard

The Clark Pool 
range includes 
the ever-popular 
Sunsoka range of 
20 models, with 
pool volumes of 
10,900 litres up  
to large 53,900 
litre pools. 

They not only increase the value and appeal of your property, but also 
create a backyard that your family and friends can enjoy for many years  
to come.

Clark pools are designed to come in various lengths and widths of 2.85 
metres, 3.66 meters or 4.57 meters, so there is a pool to suit small and 
large back yard spaces.
 

Our pools are versatile and can be installed 
above-ground, partially in-ground or fully 
in-ground. Available in a variety of lengths 
and widths, with flat-bottom or deep-end 
options, our goal is to offer you a Clark 
Rubber pool that suits your backyard, and 
more importantly your lifestyle.
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The Clark Rubber difference

Being a part of Australian backyards since 1946, we are extremely proud of 
our reputation as one of Australia’s most trusted swimming pool suppliers. 
Australian owned and operated, we continue to provide excellent service and 
advice to our customers every single day. 

We have an extensive range of affordable, 
quality pools to choose from with one to meet 
your budget, your backyard and your lifestyle.  
 
Our team of pool professionals will help you choose the right pool and support 
you through the process with installation, optional upgrades and accessories, 
plus on-site pool service and maintenance to create the perfect pool for  
your backyard.

At Clark Rubber, 
our mission is 
to bring people 
together and 
create memories 
that will last a 
lifetime.

4 Create memories that will last



Whatever your vision, we can offer you loads of different options from our extensive Clark Sunsoka range to help you 
make the right choice for your home. All of our models have local after-sales support and feature generous pro-rata 
manufacturer’s warranty, giving you peace of mind.

Pool Range Salt Water
Suitable

Oval 
Shape

Round
Shape

Deep-End
Available

Liner Colour
Options

Total
Models Volume (L) Prorata

Warranty

Sunsoka - Range √ √ √ √ √ 20 10,900 - 53,900 20yrs

Setting up an above-ground pool is the most affordable choice, with less site-excavation and drainage costs than 
concrete and fibreglass pools. Our pools are tough, sturdy and built to last with an advanced braceless construction 
that provides the ultimate in rigidity. Plus, they’re easy to install and look great with a range of styles to suit you and  
your backyard.

Above Ground Modular Pools

Clark Pool options to suit you

Available in a wide range of shapes and sizes, our modular pools are suitable for in-ground or partial in-ground 
construction. They’re also ideal for the budget conscious because when you compare the average cost of our  
in-ground pools plus decking, paving, fencing and landscaping with the cost of a similar-sized concrete, in-ground 
or fibreglass pool, ours come in at a fraction of the cost.

In-Ground and Partial In-Ground Modular Pools

A standard Clark pool comes with a flat-bottom, however, if you choose a Clark pool that is over 7 metres in length, 
we offer the option to choose a deep-end version. This provides extra swim room by increasing the depth of the 
pool’s water by 600mm. For just a small investment, this extra swimming space can make all the difference to the 
enjoyment of your pool.

Depth Options

ABOVE-GROUND MODULAR POOL

FLAT-BOTTOM POOL DEEP-END POOL

IN-GROUND MODULAR POOL PARTIAL I ABOVE-GROUND MODULAR

Specifications subject to change

55We have a pool for every backyard



Made in Australia with sturdy resin posts and uprights, as well 
as high quality Bluescope steel walls, its robust construction is 
designed to suit the differing environments across our  
great country. 

A typical Clark pool comes in a flat-bottom version, however if 
you choose an oval Clark pool that is over 7 metres in length, 
we also offer the option of a deep-end version. 
 
A typical Sunsoka salt water pool package comes as standard 
with a salt water chlorinator which is an automatic chlorine 
generator that makes it simple and easy to maintain the 
sanitiser levels in the pool.

It features durable resin decks and uprights along 
with a huge selection of 20 models, in round and oval 
shapes, including 5 deep-end options.  
 
The state of the art, braceless pool design allows the 
Sunsoka Pool to incorporate structural strength and 
rigidity while remaining aesthetically appealing.

The Clark Sunsoka is a  
value-packed pool made with 
high quality components.

20  
Year
PRO - RATA

MANUFACTURER’S
WARRANTY†

Oval Sunsoka Pictured

The Clark Sunsoka 
Salt Water Pool

Seperate warranties for liners, ladders and equipment.

Aesthetically pleasing design6



Plumbing Kit

Size
Options

Diameter
(Metres)

Length
(Metres)

Width
(Metres)

Max Depth
(Metres)

Wall Height
(Metres)

Nominal
Volume (Litres)

Pool Package
Model (SKU)

Round
3.66 - - 1.13 1.32 11,800 91050
4.57 - - 1.13 1.32 18,500 91054

Oval

- 4.00 2.85 1.13 1.32 10,900 91059

- 5.20 2.85 1.13 1.32 14,700 91060

- 6.30 2.85 1.13 1.32 18,300 91061

- 7.40 2.85 1.13 1.32 21,800 91068

- 8.60 2.85 1.13 1.32 25,700 91069

- 4.80 3.66 1.13 1.32 16,600 91051

- 5.94 3.66 1.13 1.32 21,300 91052
- 7.08 3.66 1.13 1.32 26,000 91053

- 8.22 3.66 1.13 1.32 30,700 91062

- 6.85 4.57 1.13 1.32 30,300 91055

- 7.99 4.57 1.13 1.32 36,100 91056

- 9.13 4.57 1.13 1.32 42,000 91063
- 10.27 4.57 1.13 1.32 47,900 91064

Oval
Deep-End

- 7.08 3.66 1.63* 1.32 30,000 91057

- 8.22 3.66 1.63* 1.32 34,700 91065

- 7.99 4.57 1.63* 1.32 42,100 91058

- 9.13 4.57 1.63* 1.32 48,000 91066

- 10.27 4.57 1.63* 1.32 53,900 91067

Note: The actual wall height on all Sunsoka pools is 1.32 meters. *This height represents the maximum depth at the deep end only

Sizes Available

• Designed for salt, or fresh water use.

• Round and oval shapes available.

• Narrow width oval models available (2.85 metres)  
to suit smaller backyard.

• Deep-ends available.

• Resin decks and top / bottom rails made from 
corrosion-resistant material.

• Bluescope steel walls with superior zinc coating for 
strength, maximum protection and long service life.

Clark Sunsoka Pool Features:

• Filtrite Salt Water Chlorinator
• Filtrite Pool Pump
• Filtrite Cartridge Filter
• Plumbing Kit
• Quality Pool Liner (Dark or Light Blue)
• Deck Ladder

Standard Pool Packages Inclusions:

Post

Deck

Deck Ladder
Sterns Pool Liner  

(Dark or Light Blue)
Filtrite by Hurlcon 

Cartridge Filter
Filtrite by  

Hurlcon Pump
Filtrite by Hurlcon  
Salt Chlorinator

Pool packages to suit your backyard

Upgrade options are available at an additional cost. See your local Clark Rubber pool expert who can advise on the best option for 
you and your backyard. Please refer to page 9 for standard pool package inclusions for the Sunsoka Pool.

Clark Sunsoka Salt Water Pool Package#
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Size
Options
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Sunsoka
Round

91050 12 Rnd - 3.66 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91054 15 Rnd - 4.57 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

Sunsoka
Oval

91059 1410 3.99 2.85 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91060 1810 5.13 2.85 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91061 2210 6.27 2.85 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91068 2610 7.41 2.85 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91069 3010 8.55 2.85 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91051 1612 4.80 3.66 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91052 2012 5.94 3.66 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91053 2412 7.08 3.66 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91062 2812 8.22 3.66 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91055 2315 6.85 4.57 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91056 2715 7.99 4.57 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91063 3015 9.13 4.57 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91064 3415 10.27 4.57 PE100 1 CF100 100 CE25 25 √ √ MF25 25"

Sunsoka
Oval

Deep End

91057 2412 DE 7.08 3.66 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91065 2812 DE 8.22 3.66 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91058 2715 DE 7.99 4.57 PE75 0.75 CF75 75 CE25 25 √ √ MF21 21"

91066 3015 DE 9.13 4.57 PE100 1 CF100 100 CE25 25 √ √ MF25 25"

91067 3415 DE 10.27 4.57 PE100 1 CF100 100 CE25 25 √ √ MF25 25"

Standard Inclusions Liner & Filter Upgrades

Pool Specifications

Design your perfect pool8



Standard Pool Package Inclusions

All Clark pool packages come with a range of standard equipment and components to help you build your pool, get it 
up and running, and start using straight away.

Designed and manufactured in Australia, the Filtrite single speed pump by 
Hurlcon is a quality pool pump engineered to last. Our Filtrite range includes 
0.75 HP and 1 HP for our standard pool packages as well as an optional Filtrite 
Multispeed pump or Variable Speed Pump for lower power consumption and 
higher energy savings.

Filtrite Single Speed Pump

Filtrite by 
Hurlcon PE 
Pool Pump 

Our range of Australian-made Filtrite 
Filters by Hurlcon remove dirt and 
debris to help reduce the growth 
of harmful bacteria in your pool. 
They’re available in a variety of 
sizes, which include both cartridge 
and media filters. Standard pool 
packages come with cartridge 
filters, but you can upgrade to a 
larger model or a media filter. 
Media Filters are filled with a bed of 
debris-screening media that can be 
conveniently backwashed with the 
quick flick of a lever.

Filtrite Filters

Maintain a healthier pool with our 
great range of Filtrite Salt Water 
Chlorinators by Hurlcon.  
Aussie-made, they automatically 
and continuously generate the 
chlorine you need for better pool 
hygiene. With the convenience of a 
touch pad, you can adjust the level 
and timing of chlorine output. 

The Filtrite CE Salt Chlorinator comes 
standard with all Sunsoka pool 
packages, but you still have the 
option to upgrade.

Salt Water Chlorinators

Deck Ladder for  
Clark Sunsoka  
Salt Water Pool

Ladders

Filtrite by 
Hurlcon CF 
Cartridge Filter 

Filtrite by Hurlcon CE Saltwater 
Chlorinator 

9
9

Your pool package comes complete 
with a filtration-system plumbing kit 
which includes:

• 40mm x 9.6m PVC pressure pipe

• 40mm x 90 degree elbow (x10)

• 40mm 2-way valve (x1)

• 40mm 3-way valve (x1)

• 250ml Clear Glue (x1)

• 250ml Clear Glue Primer (x1)

• Thread tape (x1)

Plumbing Kit

Plumbing Kit Pool Liner* 
(Dark or Light 
Blue)

Clark Rubber use only quality 
Australian Made Sterns or Abgal 
pool liners on all it ’s standard pool 
packages.

With a standard Sunsoka pool you 
have a choice of a light blue or 
dark blue liner with your standard 
package however this can be 
upgraded to a premium ABGAL 
pattern liner if desired. 
 

Pool Liners

Standard Deck 
Ladder



Pool Package Upgrades

At Clark Rubber we have many ways to upgrade with plenty of equipment, tech, 
and add-ons to enhance your pool experience. It ’s a great way to get the most 
out of your investment and create the pool you really want. From an energy 
efficient pump, cartridge or media filters, advanced chlorinators steps and 
patterned liners, we have all options covered.

Customise your pool 
and tailor it to your 
lifestyle and budget.

With variable speed options, the Filtrite Multispeed Pump and Astral Viron Variable 
Speed Pump let you take control of your pool’s water circulation. You might pay more 
upfront for the energy efficient pump, however running at lower speed means lower 
power consumption, which will save you hundreds each year on your power bills.

Energy Efficient Pool Pumps

Filtrite P320 Variable Speed  
Pool Pump 

Viron Active Glass Media is an advanced media bed designed to optimise the 
performance and efficiency of your media filter with lower micron filtration, longer 
intervals between backwashing, shorter backwash times and longer life span than 
traditional pool sands. 

Glass Filter Media

Viron Active Glass Media

AstralPool Halo Chlor and Viron Chlorinators offer more advanced technology and 
features, including APP-based monitoring and control, and the ability to automate pH 
and Chlorine control. 

Advanced Salt Water Chlorinators

Halo Chlor 25

Standard pool packages come with a compact, slimline cartridge filter to clean your 
water. For even better filtration, you can upgrade to a larger cartridge filter model or 
a media filter. Larger cartridge filters provide greater surface area on the element to 
catch more debris, while a media filter has in-built ‘backwashing’ to make cleaning it 
even easier.

Larger Cartridge Filters & Media Filters

Filtrite MF21 Media Filter 
Filtrite by Hurlcon Cartridge Filter

At Clark Rubber you can choose a Mineral Pool instead of a salt water pool. For 
millennia, people have sought out the mineral springs and seas across the globe for 
the healing and relaxation properties. So now you can have a mineral spring in your 
own backyard and enjoy the relaxation, wellness and comfort it can deliver.

Mineral Pools

Zodiac Element Minerals 
Acquatherepe Pool Minerals

10 Build the Sunsoka pool you want



Available as a single box or extension, this compact storage unit is a great way to keep everything super quiet, 
organised, safe and out of harm’s way. Plus, its sleek, modern design just looks better in your yard. Store away all your 
pool equipment and chemicals with the Qudo Soundproof Equipment Box. 

Qudo Soundproof Equipment Box

Sunsoka pools can be upgraded 
with a range of specialty pool 
liners. You have the option to 
upgrade from our standard light  
or dark blue liner option with an 
even wider choice of appealing 
designs and colours.

Liners

Pool Package Upgrades

Ladders & Steps
Take your pool to the next level 
with a range of optional ladders 
and steps. You can upgrade 
from the Sunsoka deck ladder to 
an A-frame ladder or  
a more robust and durable 
stainless-steel model for above 
ground pools. You may also opt 
for easy access stairs that  
look great and make entry 
simple and safe.

Before

After

*Not available in all states

Bahama Reef Pebble Coral Sand Maui

A-Frame Ladder Stainless Steel  
Deck Ladder

Easy Access  
Stairs*

1111Optimise your Sunsoka pool



  

Pool Package Add-Ons

Take the hassle out of pool cleaning 
with a RC-2500 robotic pool cleaner. 
It ’s a great way to free yourself up 
and simply enjoy your pool. Using 
advanced brushing technology, it ’s 
the fastest and most efficient way to 
scrub your pool, while also filtering 
debris and harmful bacteria.

Make light work of cleaning your pool with an automatic 
suction pool cleaner. It ’s the easy way to clean your pool. 
Using the power of the pool’s filtration pump, suction 
cleaners do a great job of sucking up debris, scrubbing 
algae, and skimming off any floating leaves.

Robotic Pool Cleaners

Automatic Suction Pool Cleaners

That means less effort cleaning and 
more time to relax in your pool.

Filtrite RC-2500 Robotic Pool Cleaner

Zodiac AX20 Kreepy Krauly VTX-7

Get the most from your investment with these optional add-ons:

Pool Cleaning Accessories

You don’t have to lift a 
finger because it does all 
the work.

Clark Rubber has a wide range of 
pool accessories to help you clean 
and maintain your pool. You’ll find 
everything you need from chlorine 
dispensers and thermometers to 
leaf scoops and surface brushes.

Pool Cleaning Accessories

Ask a Clark Rubber 
pool expert for advice 
on selecting the right 
range of accessories 
to ensure you always 
enjoy your pool.

12 Make pool ownership simple & easier



Pool heaters are inexpensive to run and simple to install, 
with some needing only a standard electric power point. 
They’re also energy efficient because they draw over 80% 
of their energy from the air, which is then superheated 
and transferred directly to the pool water.

A solar pool heating system is a 
simple, effective and affordable way 
to warm your pool and to extend 
your swimming season so you can 
provide much more enjoyment 
to your friends and family. When 
it comes to installing solar pool 
heating systems, there is nothing 
simpler than Solar Eezy; Exclusive to 
Clark Rubber.

Keep your pool warm with 
Filtrite solar blankets and rollers. 
They increase your pool water’s 
temperature and reduce evaporation 
to seal the heat in, while also 
keeping debris and leaves out.

Solar Eezy DIY Solar 
Pool Heating

With Solar Eezy DIY Solar Pool 
Heating you can make it a weekend 
project and be swimming in the 
sun’s free warmth in no-time.

Solar Eezy 6m Roof Kit

Energy Efficient Electric  
Pool Heating

You can swim in your pool all year 
round with an energy efficient electric 
heat pump pool heater.

Pentair UltraTemp HXI 
Inverter Heat Pump

AstralPool Viron Inverter 
Pool Heat Pump

Solar Pool Blankets 
& Covers

With varying sizes, thicknesses and colours available, 
we have a blanket and roller to suit any pool  
and budget.

Solar Eezy has been designed from the start for DIY installation, and so every 
component is cleverly designed to make installation easy and fuss free. 
Installing a Solar Eezy system is easy. You don’t need to be a qualified tradie 
to install it. You only need basic DIY skills and common tools to complete the 
task. We make installation easy with clear, simple installation instructions as 
well as the key steps shown in a video for your convenience.

Pool Heating Options

1313Get more from your lifestyle investment



1.   Determine what location and space you 
     have available for your new pool and 
     measure the dimensions. 

2.  Consider what shape and type of pool will  
     suit your home and your family’s needs. 
     Round? Oval? A salt water or chlorine pool? 

3.  Determine if you will install your pool above 
     ground or in-ground and if you want decking 
     around the pool. 

4.  Note the location of overhanging trees and 
     consider the implications of that on  
     your pool. 

5.  Locate easements and investigate covenants 
     that are relevant to works your property. 

6.  Consider your payment method. Clark Pools 
     can be purchased on Interest-Free Finance*. 
 
7.  Discuss your family’s needs with a Clark 
    Rubber modular pool expert.

8.   Choose your pool size and shape from our 
      range of standard pool packages. 

9.   Order your Clark Modular Pool with the 
      options that allow you to get the most from 
      your pool. 

10.  Apply for permits. All pools and spas, as 
      well as Pool and Spa safety barriers, 
      require a building permit in order to 
      commence construction and installation. 

11.  When the pool has arrived, we can arrange 
      an optional delivery service to your home or 
      you can collect it. 

12.  Excavate the land, install your pool and fill it. 

13.  Get your free water testing and balancing 
       advice from Clark Rubber. We can also 
       maintain and service your pool with our 
       onsite pool and spa care service.

Next steps towards 
your new Clark 
Modular Pool

14 Start your pool project now



Simply bring in a sample 
of your pool water and 
one of our friendly experts 
will test the health of your 
water on the spot

Know everything about the 
health of your pool water 
in only 60 seconds!

FREE Instore  
water testing

ONSITE
Pool CareLet Clark 

Rubber do the 
work for you

We provide regular &  
one-off servicing, giving you 
more time to enjoy your pool 
rather than maintain it

Book a service today by 
calling 13 80 90 or visit 
clarkrubber.com.au

Now you have 
a pool

15Let us maintain your pool for you



0% INTEREST PAYMENT PLANS*

NO DEPOSIT. NO INTEREST.

POOL AND SPA SAFETY TIPS

S
A
F
E
R

SUPERVISION Users of the pool MUST always be supervised by an adult who is a competent swimmer and knows pool rules and 
emergency procedures.

ATTENTION The supervisor must be in the pool surroundings at all times and giving their full attention to those in the pool.

FENCE
Clark Rubber recommends installing fences with childproof locks on gates for every pool in Australia. The gates should 
be locked at all times. Faulty locks must be fixed immediately. Make sure there is nothing that can be climbed on to 
open the gate or get over the fence.

EMERGENCIES Be prepared for emergencies. Have a long pole, a ring buoy with a throwing line and a first aid kit close at hand. Keep 
emergency numbers handy. Get up to date training in lifesaving, first aid & CPR.

RULES Establish pool rules and post them near the pool. Make sure all the family and friends know the rules.  
Don’t make exceptions!

*Approved customer only. Conditions, feeds and charges apply. Visit clarkrubber.com.au or in-store for details. Credit provided by Latitude Finance Australia (ABN 42 008 583 588), Australian Credit Licence 
number 392145.

**Zip Pay is available at participating Clark Rubber stores only. Minimum monthly repayments are required. A monthly account fee of $6.00 applies. Pay your closing balance in full each month 
and we’ll waive the fee. Available to approved applicants only. Terms and Conditions apply and are available on application. See your contract for further details. Credit provided by Zip Money 
Payments Pty Limited (ABN 58 164 440 993, Australian Credit License Number 441878). Important information on Pool and Spa Safety: Never leave children unattended. All swimming pools and 
spas that can be filled to 300mm or more require a pool fence, please refer to the Australian Standard: Swimming pool Safety: Safety barriers for swimming pools and contact your local council 
for pool and spa permit, fencing, safety and water regulations. Images used throughout this brochure are for illustrative purposes only.

In addition to the S.A.F.E.R. message, these asses pool safety tips are vitally  
important for everyone to follow: 

• When using chemicals never add the water to the chemical. Always fill the bucket with water 
first and then add the chemical that is being used. Always rinse the bucket well after use.

• Never mix different chemicals together in the same container.
• Make sure everyone is well protected from harmful UV exposure. Use a recognised  

waterproof sunscreen.
• Always store chemicals in a safe, dry, well ventilated place out of reach of children  

and animals.
• Always use a solar blanket when the pool is not in use. This helps reduce evaporation and 

protect our precious water resources.
• Never jump or dive into the pool.

For your nearest store

clarkrubber.com.au
13 80 90

V23.11

Almost every local council in Australia requires pools and spas to be fenced. Pool covers are required for heated pools and new pool installations in many Australian regions. A 
CPR sign is required to be displayed near all pools in QLD and NSW. Please check with your local council for all permit, fencing, pool cover, CPR signs, water restriction, rebates 
and any other pool and spa related information and requirements. 

Important information on Pool and Spa Safety: Never leave children unattended. #Pool packages include a relevant pump, a chlorinator, a cartridge filter, a deck ladder, your 
choice of a light or dark blue liner. Options and upgrades are available at an additional cost. Images are for illustrative purposes only; finishes and colour may vary. Landscaping, 
decking and accessories not included. Information valid as of November 2023 at time of print. Specifications and inclusions are subject to change.


